
7.1 What were the main causes and types of crime,
1530-17007

Crime during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries

Continuity Minor crime like petty theft Change The appearance of
remained the most common (74% of all specific crimes associated
crime) and violent crime also continued with vaqrancy, heresy and
(around 15%) treason

The problem of poverty
There was a sharp rise in poverty during the sixteenth century, caused
by a number of factors.

Changes in the cloth industry
A decline In exports caused the
cloth trade to collapse and so many
spinners and weavers lost their jobs.

Rising population
A sharp rise in population caused more
demand for food, clothes, housing and
jobs.

Costly foreign wars
Wars against France, Scotland and
Spain caused taxes to rise and the
value of coinage to fall; the end of
the wars resulted in large numbers
of unemployed soldiers.

Key terms

Vagrancy - =~~:~;,~:;;:::
place to place without a settled
home or job

Heresy - beliefs which went
against the teachings of the
Church

Treason - plotting against the
monarchy and/or government
.............................................................................

Rising inflation
Wages could not keep up with
rising prices, especially food
prices.

Bad harvests
Bad harvests, especally In 1556,
1596 and 1597, caused a steep
rise in food prices and increased

~ "~I the level of starvation.

Dissolution of the monasteries
This caused a rise in unemployment
(among monks, servants, labourers)
and took away the vital role of
charity relief.

Rack-renting
Sharp increases in rents meant many tenant farmers were
unable to pay the higher rents and were evicted.

Rural depopulation
A combination of poor harvests and changes to farming
methods caused many unemployed farmers to drift away from
the to the towns in search of work.

Changes in farming methods
Farmers switched from growing
crops to keeping sheep; they
enclosed common land and
employed fewer labourers.



A Tudor JP(Justiceof the Peace),Thomas Harrison, classified
vagabonds and rogues according to the activities they specialised in.
The most common types were:

• Angler: used a hook on the end of a long wooden stick to steal
clothes/valuables.

• Clapper dudgeon: used arsenic on their skin to make it bleed,
hoping to attract sympathy while begging.

• Doxy: stole chickens by feeding them bread tied to a hook;
carried stolen goods in a large sack on their back.

• Counterfeit crank: dressed in tatty clothes and pretended to have
fits, sucking soap to fake foaming at the mouth.

• Abraham man: pretended to be mad.

The rising number of vagabonds, especially during the reign of
Elizabeth I, caused people to feel threatened and worried by the
increase in crime. This fear was based on several factors:

• Vagabonds were seen to be idle and too lazy to find a job.
• They were too prepared to turn to crime as a way of life.
• Bywandering from place to place they helped to spread disease,

especially the plague.
• They increased the fear of rebellion, especially as many vagabonds

were ex-soldiers.
• The burden of looking after the poor was increasing, causing poor

rates to rise and fuelling resentment from those having to pay for
this relief.

Elizabeth's government attempted to reform the system of poor
relief by passing the Elizabethan Poor Laws of 1598 and 1601, which
punished lazy vagabonds and made each parish responsible for looking
after its poor.
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1 Copy out the table and use the information in this section to! complete it.
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What was done
Reasons for Problems caused to tackle the
the increase in by the increase problems caused
vagabonds in vagabonds by vagabonds

Key terms

i Vagabond -=:~:~:~~~:~~:;1:::.! who often turned to crime

~Rogue - a dishonest person; a
l wandering beggar who turned to
t crime
...............................................................................
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~Poor rate - a tax raised in each ~
1 parish to pay for the relief of the 1
\ poor !
. .



During the sixteenth century treason was punishable by death, usually
by being hung, drawn and quartered. Following his break with Rome,
Henry VIII created himself Head of the Church in England. To protect
his new position he issued a revised Treason Law in 1534. The clauses
of this Act meant that political as well as religious opinions could now
be classedas treasonable:

• Anyone who said or wrote things against the King, his wife or his
heirs, or who displayed support for the Pope, was guilty of treason.

• Anyone who said the beliefs of the King went against the teachings
of the Church, or said that the King was using his power unjustly,
was guilty of treason.

• Anyone who kept silent when questioned on what were the rights
and authority of the King was guilty of treason.

During the reign of Elizabeth I the Treason Law was extended to
include anyone who said she was not the rightful Queen.

The Tudor and Stuart monarchs were constantly looking out for
possible rebellions and plots that might challenge their authority and
position. The reasons for such threats could be religious, political or
economic, and were often a combination of these.
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l Gallows - wooden frame from l
~ which the hanging noose is attached l
. ..


